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 Balinese script writing, as one of Balinese cultural richness, is going to 

extinct because of its decreasing use. This research is one of the ways to 

preserve Balinese script writing using technological approach. Through 

collaboration between Computer Science and Balinese Language 
discipline, this research focused on the development of a Latin-to-

Balinese script transliteration robotic system that was called LBtrans-

Bot. LBtrans-Bot can be used as a learning system to give the 

transliteration knowledge as one aspect of Balinese script writing. In this 
research area, LBtrans-Bot was known as the first system that utilize 

Noto Sans Balinese font and was developed based on the identified 

seventeen kinds of special word. LBtrans-Bot consists of the 

transliterator web application, the transceiver console application, and the 
robotic arm with its GUI controller application. The transliterator used 

the Model-View-Controller architectural pattern, where each of them was 

implemented by using MySQL database (as the repository for the words 

belong to the seventeen kinds of special word), HTML, PHP, CSS, and 

Bootstrap (mostly for the User Interface responsive design), and 

JavaScript (mostly for the transliteration algorithm and as the controller 

between the Model and the View). Dictionary data structure was used in 

the transliterator memory as a place to hold data (words) from the Model. 
The transceiver used batch script and AutoIt script to receive and trasmit 

data from the transliterator to the GUI controller, which control the 

Balinese script writing of the robotic arm. The robotic arm with its GUI 

controller used open-source mDrawBot Arduino Robot Building 
platform. Through the experiment, LBtrans-Bot has been able to write 

the 34-pixel font size of the Noto Sans Balinese font from HTML 5 

canvas that has been setup with additional 10-pixel length of the width 

and the height of the Balinese script writing area. Its transliterator gave 
the accuracy result up to 91% (138 of 151) testing cases of The Balinese 

Alphabet writing rules and examples document by Sudewa. This 

transliterator result outperformed the best result of the known existing 

transliterator based on Bali Simbar font, i.e. Transliterasi Aksara Bali, 
that only has accuracy up to 68% (103 of 151) cases of the same testing 

document. In the future work, LBtrans-Bot could be improved by: 1) 

Accommodating more complex Balinese script with trade off to the 

limited writing area of robotic system; 2) Enhancing its transliterator to 
accommodating the rules and/or examples from the testing document that 

recently cannot be handled or gave incorrect transliteration result; 

enriching the database consists of words belong to the seventeen kinds of 

special word; and implementing semantic relation transliteration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Balinese script, natively known as Aksara Bali or Hanacaraka, is an alphabet used in the 

Bali Island, Indonesia. It commonly used for writing the Austronesian Balinese language, Old Javanese, 

and the liturgical language Sanskrit [1]. The script is a descendant of the Brahmi script, and so has many 

similarities with the modern scripts of South and Southeast Asia. The Balinese script, along with the 

Javanese script, is considered the most elaborate and ornate among Brahmic scripts of Southeast Asia [2]. 

Though everyday use of the script has largely been supplanted by the Latin alphabet [3], the Balinese 

script has significant prevalence in many of the island's traditional ceremonies. The script is mainly used 

today for copying lontar or palm leaf manuscripts containing religious texts [2][4]. 

Based on Indonesia News Agency [3], the less use of the Balinese script has caused concern over 

the threat of the extinction. As Stern [5] said that saving the language can be done by cultural, political, 

and economic approach, another approach was taken, i.e. technological approach by this research. 

Through collaboration between Computer Science and Balinese Language discipline, this research 

focused on the development of a Latin-to-Balinese script transliteration robotic system that was called 

LBtrans-Bot. Transliteration itself is the conversion of a text from one script to another [6]. LBtrans-Bot 

can be used as a learning system to give this transliteration knowledge as one aspect of Balinese script 

writing. In this research area, LBtrans-Bot was known as the first system that utilize Noto Sans Balinese 

font [7] and was developed based on the identified seventeen kinds of special word. Dictionary data 

structure [8] was used to accomodate those seventeen kinds of special word, as the advance exploration 

from the thirteen kinds of special word [9]. 

Not so many references in this research area. Arimbawa et al. [10] has developed a Latin-to-

Balinese script transliteration robotic system based on Bali Simbar font [11][12] and using C#-based 

desktop application to control it. On head-to-head to the LBtrans-Bot transliterator, there are several 

references and all of them utilized Bali Simbar font. Sartini et al. [13] has developed a text-to-digital-

image converter method on Delphi-based desktop application. The output Balinese script was retrieved 

from pre-collected images that were captured previously from Bali Simbar font display at word processor. 

There are also two other methods on Android mobile application, each was called Belajar Aksara Bali 

(Learning Balinese Script) by Alit Jaya Trisna [14], and Transliterasi Aksara Bali (Balinese Script 

Transliteration) by Agus Made [15].  

 

 

2. BALINESE SCRIPT 

2.1. Noto Sans Balinese Font 

Noto Sans Balinese font [7], as a smart font to accommodate Balinese Script Complex 

Behaviours, was released in 2014 at Google Noto homepage with hundreds of Noto fonts on the site. 

Noto is a font family comprising over a hundred individual fonts, which are together designed to cover all 

the scripts encoded in the Unicode standard. The Unicode standard [16] is the universal character 

encoding rules for character and written text. The Unicode standard defines a numeric value (code point) 

and a name for each character. The range of an integer used as a code point is called the code space. In 

the Unicode standard, the code space consists of the integers from 0 to 10FFFF16, provides 1,114,112 code 

points that can be used. When referring to the code point in the Unicode standard, it usually uses the 

numeric value in hexadecimal with the prefix "U+". 

As of October 2016 Noto fonts cover all 93 scripts defined in Unicode version 6.0 (released 

2010), although less than 30,000 of the nearly 75,000 Chinese, Japanese and Korean (CJK) unified 

ideographs in version 6.0 are covered. In total Noto fonts cover nearly 64,000 characters, which is under 

half of the 136,755 characters defined in Unicode 10.0 (released in June 2017). Commissioned by 

Google, the fonts were under the Apache License 2.0 [17]. 

Figure 1a shows Character Map tool that was used to display Noto Sans Balinese font. By 

selecting certain character, its related Unicode can be seen at bottom left part of Character Map. Figure 1b 

shows the Unicode code point group allocation at U+1B00 – U+1B7F, i.e.: 1) 1B00–1B04 for various 

signs; 2) 1B05–1B12 for independent vowels; 3) 1B13–1B33 for consonants; 4) 1B34 for sign rerekan; 5) 

1B35–1B43 for dependent vowel signs; 6) 1B44 for sign adeg-adeg; 7) 1B45–1B4B for additional 

consonants (Akśara Sasak); 8) 1B50–1B59 for digits; 9) 1B5A–1B60 for punctuation; 10) 1B61–1B6A 

for musical symbols for notes; 11) 1B6B–1B73 for diacritical marks for musical symbols; and 12) 1B74–

1B7C for musical symbols. Table 1 shows several rendering process by Noto Sans Balinese font that were 

compared to the Bali Simbar font [11] that mostly used by the existing research in this area (see the 

previous section). 
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Note: At the time of this study, Noto Sans Balinese font is 

available in version 1.03 with 121 code points and unused 7 

reserved code points (grey areas). Its glyphs can be displayed on 

Microsoft Word document by inserting Symbol, and selecting this 

font from the Symbol dialog box. This applied if this font has 

already been installed at the Windows operating system, so it will 

be listed at the font drop-down list of Symbol dialog box. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Noto Sans Balinese font: a) its Character Map; b) its Unicode. 

 

Table 1. Several rendering process differences between Noto Sans Balinese font and Bali Simbar font. 

 
 

2.2. Balinese Script Complex Behaviours 

Balinese script complex behaviours demands complex rendering [18], i.e.: 1) Reordering and 

splitting. Some characters may have more than one separated glyph. A glyph is one pen stroke writing; 2) 

Various placement and shape of diacritics based on character context; 3) Contextual shaping which means 

glyph selection for character is determined by its neighbour character. There are various shape and 

position of a rendered character located above or below the other character; and 4) Complex ligature 

construction that was represented by new glyph as a substitution or composition of several glyphs. 

Table 2 no. 1–3 shows several Balinese syllables, i.e.: 1) “ba” (U+1B29 Balinese letter ba); 2) 

“be” that comes from “ba” using pangangge suara “e” (U+1B3E Balinese sign taling). Pangangge suara 
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is a Balinese vowel sign attached to a syllable. According to Simpen [19][20], taling is placed on the left 

of the syllable so that it is appeared as if it is written first and then followed by ba. Actually, taling is 

written later which then change the sound of “ba”. This case shows Balinese complex behaviour that 

requires reordering; and 3) “bo” that comes from “ba” using pangangge suara “o” (U+1B40 Balinese 

vowel sign taling tedung). Separated taling and tedung is written before and after the syllable, 

respectively. This case shows Balinese script complex behaviour that requires reordering and character 

splitting. Taling tedung is also an example of a character that has more than one separated glyph. 

 

Table 2. Complex behaviour of the Balinese script 

 
 
Table 2 no. 4–7 shows various placement and shape of diacritics based on character context, i.e.: 

4) “di” that comes from “da” (U+1B24 Balinese letter da) using pangangge suara “i" (U+1B36 Balinese 

vowel sign ulu); 5) “ding” that comes from “da” using “i" and pangangge tengenan “ng” (U+1B02 

Balinese sign cecek). Pangangge tengenan is Balinese final consonant. Ulu at “di” was placed in the 

middle above character “da”, while ulu at “ding” was shifted slightly by cecek; 6) “dě” that comes from 

“da” using pangangge suara “ě” (U+1B42 Balinese vowel sign pepet); and 7) “děr” that comes from “da” 

using “ě” and pangangge tengenan “r” (U+1B03 Balinese sign surang). Pepet at “dě” was placed in the 

middle above character “da”, while pepet at “děr” not only was shifted slightly by surang but also 

become smaller to make width of pepet surang equal to character “da” below them. 

Table 2 no. 8–10 show various forms of the glyph that represent gantungan of Balinese syllables 

“ra” (U+1B2D Balinese letter ra). This gantungan is also called cakra or guung: 8) “kra” that comes from 

“ka” (U+1B13 Balinese letter ka) using gantungan “ra”; 9) “skra” that comes from “sa” (U+1B32 

Balinese letter sa) and “ka” using gantungan ra; and 10) “krya” that comes from “ka” using gantungan 

“rya” which is combination of gantungan “ra” (the third cakra) and gantungan “ya” (see Table 2  no. 12). 

The shape of glyph cakra on “kra” (the first cakra) is narrower than the shape of glyph cakra on “skra” 

(the second cakra). Besides that, the glyph is written below “ka” at the end of the first cakra, while the 

glyph is written beside “ka” at the end of the second cakra. This case shows the Balinese script complex 

behaviour that some characters require glyph selection based on character context. Also, the third cakra 

shows the Balinese script complex behaviour on ligature construction. 

Table 2 no. 11–12 show ligatures construction that one example was described above (Table 2  

no. 12). Other case, i.e. “nā” that comes from “na” (U+1B26 Balinese letter na) that was followed by 

pangangge suara “ā” (U+1B35 Balinese vowel sign tedung). 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

3.1. The architecture 

A Latin-to-Balinese script transliteration robotic system based on Noto Sans Balinese font, 

LBtrans-Bot, consists of the transliterator web application, the transceiver console application, and the 

robotic arm with its Graphical User Interface (GUI) controller application, as shown by Figure 2.  

The transliterator was developed based on the identified seventeen kinds of special word, valid 

Latin vowels, consonants, numerics, and punctuations, conversion of Latin foreign consonants, special 

vowels, and consecutive vowels. It used the Model-View-Controller architectural pattern. The Model was 

implemented by using MySQL database, as the repository for the words belong to the seventeen kinds of 

special word (see the next section 3.2). Dictionary data structure was used in the transliterator memory as 

a place to hold data (words) from the Model. Dictionary has time complexity O(1) regardless of the 
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number of the words save inside this kind of data structure [8]. The View was implemented by using 

HTML, PHP, CSS, and Bootstrap, mostly for the User Interface responsive design. The Controller was 

implemented by using JavaScript, mostly for the transliteration algorithm and as the controller between 

the Model and the View. 

The transceiver used batch script and AutoIt script  [21] to send data from the transliterator to the 

GUI controller, which control the Balinese script writing of the robotic arm via USB cable or Bluetooth. 

The data is actually bitmap (BMP) file consists of Balinese script image that has already been thinned for 

the technical consideration on writing by the robotic arm. Figure 3 shows eight different patterns for the 

thinning process and its result on Balinese script image. 

The robotic arm with its GUI controller used open-source mDrawBot Arduino Robot Building 

platform [22]. 

 

 

Figure 2. LBtrans-Bot architecture. 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. a) Eight different patterns for the thinning process: original pattern (upper); thinned pattern 

(lower); b) Balinese script image: before thinning (upper); after thinning (lower). 

 

3.2. The seventeen kinds of special word 

A Latin-to-Balinese script transliteration robotic system based on Noto Sans Balinese font, 

LBtrans-Bot, has accommodated the seventeen kinds of special word.  They were handled by LBtrans-

Bot transliterator web application where the repository of those words was implemented in the Model, as 

shown by Figure 2. This seventeen kinds of special word were identified as part of 151 testing cases 

(were used for accuracy analysis of the transliterator) of The Balinese Alphabet writing rules and 

examples document by Sudewa [23] (see the next Table 4). This seventeen kinds of special word are 

listed below and more of their examples can be seen at Table 3. 

1. The words where their vowel at the initial position was specifically transliterated by using the 

independent vowel (one of them is akara, U+1B05, see Figure 1b). For an example: “Akśara” 

(letter). 
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2. The words and their variants (come up due to possibility of different writing of long vowel “ā”, “ī”, 

“ū”, or “ö” using vowel sign tedung, U+1B35, see Figure 1b) that refer to one meaning and should be 

transliterated the same. For an example: “Kāděp” – “Kaděp” (sold). 

3. The words and their vairiants (come up due to possibility of different writing of vowel “ě” using 

vowel sign pepet, U+1B42, see Figure 1b) that refer to one meaning and should be transliterated the 

same. For an example: “Jěro” – “Jero” (house). 

4. The words and their variants (come up due to possibility of different writing between “ai” and “ê” 

using vowel sign taling repa, U+1B3F, see Figure 1b, or “au” and “ô” using vowel sign taling repa 

tedung --related to diphthong phenomen in language) that refer to one meaning and should be 

transliterated the same. For an example: “Daitya” – “Dêtya” (giant). 

5. The words and their variants (come up due to possibility of different writing of syllable ra repa, i.e. 

“rě” or “rö”, each using U+1B0B or U+1B0C, see Figure 1b, or syllable la lenga, i.e. “lě” or “lö”, 

each using U+1B0D and U+1B0E, see Figure 1b) that refer to one meaning and should be 

transliterated the same. For an example: “Talěr” – “Taler” (also). 

6. The words and their variants (come up due to possibility of different writing of semi-vowels “ra”, 

“rě”, “rö”, “ua”, “la”, and “ia”, each using U+1B44 + U+1B2D, U+1B3A, U+1B3B, U+1B44 + 

U+1B2F, U+1B44 + U+1B2E, and U+1B44 + U+1B2C, see Figure 1b) that refer to one meaning and 

should be transliterated the same. For an example: “Briag” – “Bryag” (laughter). 

7. The words and their variants (come up due to possibility of different writing of akśara şwalalita 

“ṇa”, “dha”, “tha”, “ţa”, “şa”, “śa”, “gha”, “bha”, and “pha”, each using U+1B21, U+1B25, 

U+1B1D, U+1B23, U+1B30, U+1B31, U+1B16, U+1B2A, and U+1B28, see Figure 1b) that refer to 

one meaning and should be transliterated the same. For an example: “Bhiśama” – “Bhisama” 

(decree). 

8. The words where their syllable sound must be end by using sound killer (pangangge tengenan) ulu 

candra (using U+1B01, see Figure 1b) or ulu ricem (using U+1B00, see Figure 1b), as part of akśara 

modre sign (holy symbol). For an example: “Om” (symbol of God). 

9. The words and their variants (come up due to possibility of different writing of Balinese Letter Ca 

Laca “cha” using U+1B19, see Figure 1b) that refer to one meaning and should be transliterated the 

same. For an example: “Chelagi” – “Celagi” (Tamarind fruit). 

10. The words where their vowel “a” at the end position can be pronounced (and written) as vowel “ĕ” to 

create their variant word. The words and their variant word refer to one meaning and should be 

transliterated the same. For an example: “Sěkala” – “Sěkalě” (real). 

11. The words and their variants (come up due to possibility of different writing between vowel cluster 

“ia” and vowel-consonant cluster “iya”) that refer to one meaning and should be transliterated the 

same. For an example: “Kśatria” – “Kśatriya” (warrior). 

12. The words with their certain single-consonant syllable and their variant word with their double-

consonanst syllable, both have a single same sound for those syllables (the term for this in Balinese is 

dwita). Both words refer to one meaning and should be transliterated the same. For an example: 

“Utama” – “Uttama” (primary). 

13. The words belong to the foreign words. For an example: “Bank”. 

14. The words with assimilation combination on consonant cluster “nj” into “nyj”. For an example: 

“wianjana” (consonant). 

15. The exception words from the rule about sound killers (pangangge tengenan) cecek (“ng” using 

U+1B02, see Figure 1b) or bisah (“h” using U+1B04, see Figure 1b) that only appears at the end of a 

word unless it has the same syllables, e.g. “Cengceng” (musical instrument). For an example: 

“Angklung” (musical instrument). 

16. The words consist of gantungan or gempelan that happens very rarely when a non semi-vowel acts 

like a semi vowel (the term for this in Balinese is pluta). For an example: “Smerti” (books of Vedha). 

17. The words consist of three-consonants cluster (the term for this in Balinese is tumpuk telu) where it is 

stacking gantungan and gantungan altogether in their Balinese script. Noto Sans Balinese font does 

not support that form, so sound killers (pangangge tengenan) adeg-adeg (using U+1B44, see Figure 

1b) can be used even it is not so nice to have it in the middle of a word. For an example: “Tamblang” 

(a village’s name). 
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Table 3. More examples of the special words from The Balinese Alphabet document by Sudewa [23]. 

No Special Word Variant (Key) Core (Value) 

1 Akśara (letter) akśara 
aksara 

\akßara 

Işwara (God’s 
name) 

işwara 
iswara 

\içwara 

Upacāra 

(Ceremony) 

upacāra 

upacara 

\upacāra 

Eka (One) eka \eka 

Airlangga (A 

Javanese 
King) 

airlangga 

erlangga 

\airlangga 

Ong (One 
Holy Letter) 

ong \o\m 

Om (symbol of 
God) 

om \au\m 

Utama 
(primary) 

utama 
uttama 

\utthama 

2 Kādep (sold) kādep 
kadep 

kādép 

kadép 

kaděp 

kādæp 

Patūt (should 

be) 

patūt 

patut 

patūt 

Dwī (two) dwī 

dwi 

dwī 

Upacāra   

Strī (wife) strī 

stri 

stri\n 

Wāśţa (nama) wāśţa 

wāśta 

wāsţa 
wāsta 

waśţa 

waśta 

wasţa 
wasta 

wāßtta 

Dīrgha (long 
vowel) 

dīrgha 
dirgha 

dirga 

di\nrgha 

3 Kādep (sold)   

Jěro (house) jěro 
jero 

jæro 

Talěr (also) talěr 
taler 

talær 

Kěrěng (eat a 
lot) 

kěrěng 
kereng 

kæræng 

Pembangunan 
(Development) 

pembangunan pæmbangunan 

Drěwe 
(has/have) 

drěwe 
drewe 

dræwe 

Hrěswa (short 
vowel) 

hrěswa 
hreswa 

hræswa 

4 Daitya (giant) daitya 
detya 

dêtya 

daitia 
detia 

dêtia 

daitya 

5 Talěr (also)   

Kěrěng (eat a 
lot) 

  

 

No Special Word Variant (Key) Core (Value) 

5 Drěwe 
(has/have) 

  

Hrěswa (short 
vowel) 

  

6 Briag 

(laughter) 

briag 

briyag 

byrag 

7 Akśara (letter)   

Işwara (God’s 

name) 

  

Gaņitri 

(chain) 

gaņitri 

ganitri 
geņitri 

genitri 

gaņitri 

Garudha (big 

eagle) 

garudha 

garuda 

garudha 

Partha (man's 

name) 

partha partha 

Jaţayu (a bird 

in Ramayana) 

jaţayu 

jatayu 

jattayu 

Bhiśama 

(decree) 

bhiśama 

bhisama 

bisama 

bhißama 

Şiwa (God’s 

name) 

şiwa 

siwa 

çiwa 

Laghu (low 

tone in 

singing) 

lagu laghu 

Karņa (ear) karņa 

karna 

karnna 

Şanti (May 

peace be 
everywhere) 

şanti 

santi 

çanti 

Sukśma 
(thank you) 

sukśma 
suksma 

sukßma 

Kśatria 
(warrior) 

kśatria 
ksatria 

kesatria 

kśatriya 

ksatriya 
kesatriya 

kßatriya 

Utama 
(primary) 

  

Dharma 
(religion) 

dharma 
darma 

dharmma 

Wāśţa (nama)   

Dīrgha (long 

vowel) 

  

Taxi (Taxi) taxi 

taksi 

takßi 

8 Ong (One 

Holy Letter) 

  

Om (symbol 

of God) 

  

Mang (Holy 

Letter) 

mang ma\m 

Siddham 
(perfect) 

siddham 
sidham 

sidam 

çiddha\n 

9 Chelagi 

(Tamarind 

fruit) 

chelagi 

celagi 

cchælagi 
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No Special Word Variant (Key) Core (Value) 

10 Sekala (real) sekala 

sekale 

sekalě 
skala 

skale 

sækala 

11 Daitya (giant)   

Swastiastu 
(May God 

blesses you) 

swastiastu 
swastyastu 

suastiastu 

suastyastu 

swastyastu 

Kśatria 

(warrior) 

  

Suara (vowel) suara 

swara 

swara 

Quantum 

(Quantum) 

quantum 

qwantum 

kuantum 
kwantum 

kwantum 

12 Utama 
(primary) 

  

Dharma 
(religion) 

  

 

No Special Word Variant (Key) Core (Value) 

13 Bank (bank) bank bang 

Telefon 

(telephone) 

telefon telepon 

Vitamin 

(vitamine) 

vitamin pitamin 

Quantum 

(Quantum) 

  

Taxi (Taxi)   

14 Wianjana 
(consonant) 

wianjana 
wyanjana 

wyanyjana 

15 Angklung 
(musical 

instrument) 

angklung angklung 

Cengceng 

(musical 

instrument) 

- - 

16 Smerti (books 

of Vedha) 

smerti 

smrti 

smrærti 

17 Tamblang (a 

village’s 

name) 

tamblang tam##blang 

 

Note: Gray area indicates certain special words that has already listed its variant words and related core word at other previous 

category of special words 

 

Severals aspects on the examples of the seventeen kinds of special word (Table 3), i.e: 

1. Variant words of certain special word consist of various different wiriting of that special word. The 

core word of those variant words was used as the transliteration input to give the right result.  

2. On the implementation, they have been put into the transliterator application memory, in the form of 

dictionary data structure, where their keys and values, each was filled with the variant and core word. 

3. Certain special words can be categorized into several kinds of special word. For an example: word 

Kādep (sold) can be categorized as the second kind and the third kind of special word. 

 

Figure 4 shows an example of the second special word that was loaded from LBtrans-Bot’s 

repository/databse (see Figure 2) to the dictionary data structure. All of the various words of this example 

were transliterated to the same Balinese script by looking up to the core word at the dictionary data 

structure. The lookup process has time complexity O(1) regardless of the amount of words save inside this 

kind of data structure [8]. 

 

 

Figure 4. An example of the second kind of special word: a) at the dictionary data structure; b) with its 

transliteration result. 
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3.3. The algorithm 

Figure 5 shows the algorithm pseudocode of a Latin-to-Balinese script transliteration robotic 

system based on Noto Sans Balinese font, LBtrans-Bot, which actually handles its transliterator web 

application and its transceiver console application (see Figure 2). 

 
-- LBtrans-Bot transliterator pseudocode -- 

1. Load the words of the seventeen kinds of special word from the repository into the memory (see Figure 4). 

if (a database exists) 
 dictionary from MySQL database 

else 

 dictionary from PHP file 

2. Lowercase the Latin string input. 
3. Filter this lowercased string by using Regular Expression (RegExp) to validate used characters. 

validVowels = “aiueoāáǎàâäæìǐīíïîǔūúùûüěēéèêëœõòǒóōö” 

validConsonants = “bcdfghjklmnpqrstvwxyzßçôņţşś” 

4. Look up the existence of this validated string at the dictionary (see Figure 4). 
if (the validated string exists) 

 the looked-up string = the special string 

else if (the validated string has the longest common string with the special string) 

 the looked-up string = prefix of the validated string + the special Latin string + suffix of the validated 
string 

else 

 the looked-up string = the regular string 

5. Convert each of the existing foreign consonant(s) of the looked-up string to the appropriate valid consonant. 
while (“f”, “v”, “q”, “x”, or “z” exists) 

 convert to “p”, “p”, “k”, “ks”, or (“j” or “s”) 

6. Convert each of the existing number(s) of the converted-foreign-consonant(s) string to the appropriate Noto 

Sans Balinese Unicode (for the next reference, it would be written as Unicode) string “&#x1B5*;” where the 

asterix sign (“*”) represents one of the number between 0 to 9 inclusively (see Figure 1b). 

7. Convert each of the existing special vowel(s) of the converted-number(s) string to to the appropriate 

Unicode string (see Figure 1b). 

while (“\n”, “\m”, “\a”, “\aa”, “\i”, “\ii”, “\u”, “\ai”, “\o”, “\au”, or “\e” exists) 
 convert to the string “&#x1B00;” (ardhacandra “n”), “&#x1B01;” (candrabindu “m“), “&#x1B05;” 

(akara “a“), “&#x1B06;” (akara tedung “ā“), “&#x1B07;” (ikara “i“), “&#x1B08;” (ikara tedung 

“ī“), “&#x1B09;” (ukara “u“), “&#x1B10;” (aikara “ai“), “&#x1B11;” (okara “o“), “&#x1B12;” 

(okara tedung “au“), or “&#x1B0F;” (ekara “e“) 
8. Convert each of the existing consecutive vowel(s) of the converted-special-vowel(s) string to the 

appropriate consecutive vowel(s). 

while (“ia“,“iu“,“ii“,“ua“,“uu“,“ui“, or “ue“ exists) 

 convert to “ya“,“iyu“,“iyi“,“uwa“,“uwu“,“uwi“, or “uwe“ 
9. Remove each of the existing space(s) of the converted-consecutive-vowels string. 

10. Add “h” at the beginning of the removed-spaces string that initialized by the vowel to become “h*”. The 

asterix sign (“*”) represents one of the vowels, i.e. “a“,“i“,“u“,“e“,“o“, or “æ“. 

while (* exists as the initial vowel) 
 convert to “h*“ 

11. Convert each of the existing consonant(s) of the converted-initial-vowel string to the appropriate Unicode 

string of that consonant and adeg-adeg (“&#x1B**;” + “&#x1B44;”). The double asterix sign (“**”) 

represents appropriate last two digits of Unicode of the related consonant (see Figure 1b). 
while (“ng“, “ny“, “ß“, “ç“, “nn“, “dh“, “ph“, “th“, “tt“, “gh“, “kh“, “ch“, “bh“, “h“, “n“, “c“, “r“, 

“k“, “d“, “t“, “s“, “w“, “l“, “m“, “g“, “b“, “p“, “j“, or “y“ exists) 

 convert to the string “&#x1B**;” + “&#x1B44;” 

12. Convert each of the existing Unicode string of adeg-adeg and the following vowel (“&#x1B44;*”) of the 
converted-consonant-adeg-adeg string to the appropriate Unicode string of sign of that following vowel (see 

Figure 1b). The asterix sign (“*”) represents one of the following vowels, i.e. “ā“, “i“, “ī“, “u“, “ū“, “e“, “ai“, 

“o“, “au“, “æ“, “œ“, or “a“. 

while (“&#x1B44;*” exists) 
 convert to “&#x1B35;” (tedung), “&#x1B36;” (ulu), “&#x1B37;” (ulu sari), “&#x1B38;” (suku), 

“&#x1B39;” (suku ilut), “&#x1B3E;” (taling), “&#x1B3F;” (taling repa), “&#x1B40;” (taling tedung), 

“&#x1B41;” (taling repa tedung), “&#x1B42;” (pepet), “&#x1B43;” (pepet tedung), or “” 
13. Convert each of the remaining vowel(s) of the converted-adeg-adeg-vowel string to the appropriate Unicode 

string of “h” and that remaining vowel (“&#x1B33;*”). The asterix sign (“*”) represents one of the remaining 

vowel, i.e. “a“, “e“, “æ“, or “o“. 

while (* exists) 
 convert to “&# x1B33;$” 
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where the dollar sign (“$”) represents the appropriate Unicode string of that remaining vowel, i.e. “”, 
“&#x1B3E;” (taling), “&#x1B42;” (pepet), or “&#x1B40;” (taling tedung). 

14. Convert each of the existing Unicode string of illegal combination of “ra” + “æ”, “ra” + “œ”, “la” + “æ”, or 

“la” + “œ” (both of their regular and appended form) of the converted-remaining-vowel string to the 

appropriate Unicode string of ra repa (“ræ” or “rœ”) or la lenga (“læ” or “lœ”), respectively (see Figure 1b). 
while (* exists) 

 convert to $ 

where the asterix sign (“*”) represents the Unicode string of illegal combination, i.e. “&#x1B2D;&#x1B42;” 

(“ra” + “æ”), “&#x1B2D;&#x1B43;” (“ra” + “œ”), “&#x1B2E;&#x1B42;” (“la” + “æ”), 
“&#x1B2E;&#x1B43;” (“la” + “œ”), “&#x1B44;&#x1B0B;” (adeg-adeg + “ræ”), “&#x1B44;&#x1B0C;” 

(adeg-adeg + “rœ”), “&#x1B44;&#x1B0D;” (adeg-adeg + “læ”), or “&#x1B44;&#x1B0E;” (adeg-adeg + 

“lœ”), and the dollar sign (“$”) represents the appropriate Unicode string of ra repa or la lenga, i.e. 

“&#x1B0B;” (“ræ”), “&#x1B0C;” (“rœ”), “&#x1B0D;” (“læ”), “&#x1B0E;” (“lœ”), “&#x1B3A;” (“ræ” 
sign), “&#x1B3B;” (“rœ” sign), “&#x1B3C;” (“læ” sign), or “&#x1B3D” (“lœ” sign). 

Convert each of the existing Unicode string of consonants and adeg-adeg (“*&#x1B44;”) of the converted-

illegal-combination string to the appropriate Unicode string of sound killer $ (see Figure 1b). The asterix 

sign (“*”) represents the Unicode string of consonants, i.e. “&#x1B02” (“ng“), “&#x1B03;” (“r“), or 
“&#x1B04;” (“h“), while the dollar sign (“$”) represents the appropriate Unicode string of sound killer, i.e. 

“&#x1B02;” (cecek), “&#x1B03;” (surang), or “&#x1B04;” (bisah).  

while (“*&#x1B44;”) 

 convert to $ 
15. Convert punctuations of the converted-sound-killers string to the appropriate Unicodes string, i.e. 

“&#x1B5A;” (section), “&#x1B5B;” (honorific section), “&#x1B5D;” (colon), “&#x1B5E;” (comma), or 

“&#x1B5F” (period). 

16. Render the converted-punctuations string to the web application display and generate bitmap image of that 
string for LBtrans-Bot transceiver. 

 

-- LBtrans-Bot transceiver pseudocode -- 

17. Send the bitmap image to the robotic arm by using batch script that call AutoIt script (Figure 6) to run 
consecutive click command on GUI controller application. This GUI controller communicate to the robotic 

arm via USB cable or Bluetooth (Figure 2). The whole operation illustration can be seen at the next Figure 7. 

Figure 5. LBtrans-Bot algorithm pseudocode. 

 

 

Figure 6. LBtrans-Bot transceiver console application code: batch script (left); AutoIt script (right). 

 

3.4. The testing 

A Latin-to-Balinese script transliteration robotic system based on Noto Sans Balinese font, 

LBtrans-Bot, was tested as the integrated system consists of the transliterator web application, the 

transceiver console application, and the robotic arm with its Graphical User Interface (GUI) controller 

application (Figure 2). All of the application were run on on Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6200U CPU @ 

2.30GHz platform with 8 GB RAM and Windows 7 64-bit Operating System. 

The writing on the robotic arm was tested on simple Balinese script because of the limited 

writing area belong to the robotic system. This succesful process reflects the succesful of the integrated 

system mechanism above. 
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At the core of LBtrans-Bot, its transliterator accuracy was tested by using The Balinese Alphabet 

writing rules and examples document by Sudewa [23] (Table 4a), as a project script committee related to 

the proposal by Eversen and Suatjana [1] for encoding the Balinese script in ISO [24]. Authors’ book [25] 

was also used as a reference. Some of those cases referred to Simpen [19][20]. Not all of the rules can be 

tested independently without example (like the appended form of eighteen basic syllables at case 1–18) 

since provided examples are limited (case 19–25). Table 4b shows provided sentence and its 

transliteration for the testing case 16th (word boundaries and line break rules) at Table 4a. 

 

Table 4. Testing cases (a); Provided sentence and its transliteration (b). 

 

 
Note: 

*refer to table number at Sudewa [23] 

LBtrans-Bot, was tested as the integrated system consists of the 

transliterator web application, the transceiver console application, 

and the robotic arm with its Graphical User Interface (GUI) controller 

application (Figure 2). All of the application were run on on Intel(R) 

Core(TM) i5-6200U CPU @ 2.30GHz platform with 8 GB RAM and 

Windows 7 64-bit Operating System. 

The writing on the robotic arm was tested on simple Balinese script 

because of the limited writing area belong to the robotic system. This 

succesful process reflects the succesful of the integrated system 

mechanism above. 

At the core of LBtrans-Bot, its transliterator accuracy was tested by 

using The Balinese Alphabet writing rules and examples document 

by Sudewa [23], as a project script committee related to the proposal 

by Eversen and Suatjana [1] for encoding the Balinese script in ISO 

[24]. Authors’ book [25] was also used as a reference. Some of those 

cases referred to Simpen [19][20]. Not all of the rules can be tested 

independently without example (like the appended form of eighteen 

basic syllables at case 1–18) since provided examples are limited 

(case 19–25). 

(a) (b) 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Figure 7 shows LBtrans-Bot process result with several numbered windows (see Figure 2), i.e.: 

1. Windows 1 is the LBtrans-Bot transliterator web application that generates bitmap (BMP) file (see 

Windows 4) of an example of Balinese script (as the result of the transliteration process) and put it at 

certain folder (see Windows 3). The bitmap file wat setup with 34-pixel size of the Noto Sans 

Balinese font from HTML 5 canvas with additional 10-pixel length of the width and the height of the 

Balinese script writing area. 

2. Windows 2 is the LBtrans-Bot transceiver console application that detects the generated bitmap file 

at the certain folder and executes consecutive click command on GUI controller application. 

3. Windows 5 is the LBtrans-Bot Graphical User Interface (GUI) controller application communicates 

to the robotic arm via USB cable or Bluetooth and instructs it to write the Scalable Vector Graphics 

(SVG) file (see Windows 6) from the bitmap file conversion. 

 

Table 5 shows the testing result of LBtrans-Bot transliterator, as the core of LBtrans-Bot, where 

column Case represents writing rule or example, as described by Table 4a, and column Result shows 

transliteration result whether correct or incorrect (each was represented by check and cross mark). Based 

on Table 5, LBtrans-Bot transliterator accuracy has passed over 91% (138 of 151) cases and 

outperformed Transliterasi Aksara Bali (TAB) [15]. TAB has the best accuracy result up to 68% (103 of 
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151) cases of the same testing document amongst the existing Latin-to-Balinese script transliteration 

method [9]. Figure 8 shows LBtrans-Bot transliterator result on the testing case 1st – 6th and 6th – 16th of 

Table 4a, where testing case numbers were displayed. 

The next sixteen analysis sections, related to the sixteen testing cases (Table 4a) and several 

references [23][25]. 

 

 

Figure 7. LBtrans-Bot process result. 

 

Table 5. Testing results. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Testing result (see Table 4a): a) the 1st – 6th case; b) the 6th –16th case. 

 

4.1. The 1st testing case (basic syllables) 

Eighteen basic syllables (akśara wreşāstra) and provided examples were transliterated correctly. 

Each syllable has an appended form (pangangge akśara) which kill the previous syllable sound. This 

appended form is called gantungan if hanging below the previous syllable and it is called gempelan if 

appearing after the previous syllable. Not all of this appended form can be tested independently (see The 

testing section). Case on Table 5 no.1 (or case 5.1) need attention since the syllable “ha” (that was written 

alone) by default will be transliterated correctly but its counterpart syllable “a” (that was also written 

alone) can be transliterated not only the same as the syllable “ha” but also can be transliterated the same 

as the independent vowel “a” (that was written alone) at case 5.35 (see the next section 4.3). The use is 

depended on the word that has the syllable “a” at the initial position. If that word is a special word (see 

the 1st kind of special word at The seventeen kinds of special word section), for an example the word 

“Akśara” (alphabet) at case 5.45 (see the next section 4.3), the syllable “a” will be transliterated the same 

as the independent vowel “a”. Otherwise, that word will be transliterated the same as the syllable “ha”, 

for an example the word “Angklung” (musical instrument), “Akeh” (many) and “ipun” (a pronoun to the 

previous word “akśara”) at case 5.31 (see the next section 4.2) and at Table 4b, respectively. LBtrans-Bot 

transliterator can handle this kind of special word through the word lookup process on dictionary data 

structure that will give average time complexity O(1) [8] regardless of the amount of words save inside 

this kind of data structure (see Figure 4). If certain special word is found there, LBtrans-Bot transliterator 

simply transliterate that word using the independent vowel. As a note, the use of the dictionary data 

structure was previously conducted by the authors for the biometric data discriminator in [26]–[29]. 

Unfortunately, there is still no research to know the precise list of this kind of special word that influence 

the accuracy of developed transliterator in general (include LBtrans-Bot transliterator). However, through 

the implementation of dictionary data structure, aggregation of known words belong to this kind of 

special word can be done. 

 

4.2. The 2nd testing case (vowel signs) 

Twelve vowel signs, as part of the vowels (akśara suara), are attached to the syllables. Not all of 

these vowel signs can be tested independently, as described previously (see The testing section). All of 

the provided examples (case 5.26–5.34) were transliterated correctly. On case 5.26, the vowel “e” at the 

reference word “Kādep” (sold) should be written using the vowel “ě” (become “Kādêp”) since pepet was 

used at reference transliteration result, like the vowel “ê” of word “Jěro” (house) at case 5.27. Actually 
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word “Kāděp” and its variations (i.e. “Kādep”, “Kaděp”, and “Kadep”) refer to one meaning and should 

have same transliteration. On this case, they represent another kind of special word (see the 2nd kind of 

special word at The seventeen kinds of special word section) that there is still no research to know the 

precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind of special word, basically by the same 

mechanism as described at the previous section 4.1. On case 5.27, actually word “Jěro” (house) and its 

variation (i.e. “Jero”) refer to one meaning and should have same transliteration. They represent another 

kind of special word (see the 3rd kind of special word at The seventeen kinds of special word section) 

that there is still no research to know the precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this 

kind of special word, basically by the same mechanism as described at the previous section 4.1. On case 

5.31, syllable “a” at the initial position of word “Angklung” (musical instrument) was processed by the 

same mechanism as syllable “a” at case 5.1 (see the previous section 4.1 that covered the analysis). On 

case 5.32, actually word “Daitya” (giant) and its variation (i.e. “Dêtya”) refer to one meaning and should 

have same transliteration. They represent another kind of special word (see the 4th kind of special word 

at The seventeen kinds of special word section) that there is still no research to know the precise list of 

them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind of special word, basically by the same mechanism as 

described at the previous section 4.1. 

 

4.3. The 3rd testing case (independent vowels) 

Ten independent vowels are part of the vowels (akśara suara), were used at the initial position 

of the word (case 5.35–5.51). Provided examples (case 5.45–5.51) were transliterated correctly. As 

described at the previous section 4.1, not all of the words with a vowel at the initial position use an 

independent vowel. All of the independent vowels that was written alone (case 5.35–5.44) were 

transliterated incorrectly (see Figure 8a) to the reference Table 6a by Sudewa [23]. Table 6b shows the 

Noto Sans Balinese Unicode for independently written vowels transliteration. At this time, for the sake of 

algoritma integrity, LBtrans-Bot transliterator prefered to translate independently written vowels by using 

Unicode of Consonants and Dependent vowel signs (Table 6b). Future work may address this issue. 

 

Table 6. Independent vowels (a); Noto Sans Balinese Unicode for the vowels (b). 

 
Note: Actually, it is optional to translate independently 

written vowels by using independent vowel, or syllable 

“ha” that was combined with dependent vowel sign 

(see the previous section 4.1). 

 

(a) (b) 

 
On case 5.50, the word “Ong” (a holy letter) was constructed not only by the independent vowel 

o kara “O” but also by using sound killer (pangangge tengenan) ulu candra (see the next section 4.8), 

instead of using default pangangge tengenan cecek (see the next section 4.7), to end the inherent sound of 

syllable “nga”. Case 5.51 is basically the same as case 5.50 but on different word “Om” (symbol of God) 

that was constructed not only by the independent vowel o kara tedung “Ô” but also by using pangangge 

tengenan ulu candra (see the next section 4.8 and 4.9), instead of using default pangangge tengenan 

adeg-adeg (see the next section 4.7) to end the inherent sound of syllable “ma”. 

 

4.4. The 4th testing case (syllable - vowel sign combination) 

Illegal combination of syllable - vowel signs happened on the case where all of the basic 

syllables (see the previous section 4.1) can have any of the vowel signs (see the previous section 4.2), 

except “ra” and “la” that each cannot have “ě” or “ö” appended to them. They must use regular form ra 
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repa and la lenga, respectively. This illegal combination and provided examples (case 5.52–5.57) were 

taken care of through the correct transliteration by LBtrans-Bot transliterator (see Figure 8a). Their 

appended form of ra repa and la lenga cannot be tested independently, as described previously (see The 

testing section). As a note, there is a different glyph of “rö” at the reference Table 7a by Sudewa [23] to 

the Table 7b belong to the Noto Sans Balinese Unicode [7] that was used by LBtrans-Bot transliterator.  
On case 5.56 that using syllable “lě”, actually word “Talěr” (also) and its variation (i.e. “Taler”) 

refer to one meaning and should have same transliteration. They represent another kind of special word 

(see the 5th kind of special word at The seventeen kinds of special word section) that there is still no 

research to know the precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind of special word, 

basically by the same mechanism as described at the previous section 4.1. Case 5.57 is basically the same 

as case 5.56 but on different syllable “rě”. Actually word “Kěrěng” (eat a lot) and its variation (i.e. 

“Kereng”) refer to one meaning and should have same transliteration. They represent same kind of special 

word like word “Talěr”. 

 

Table 7. Syllable ra repa and la lenga refer to: Sudewa document (a); Noto Sans Balinese Unicode (b). 

  

(a) (b) 

 

4.5. The 5th testing case (semi vowels) 

Four semi-vowels (arda suara) attached to the syllable, i.e. guwung, suku kembung, gantungan 

“la”, and nania for “ra”, “wa” (“ua”), “la”, and “ya” (“ia”), respectively. These appended forms cannot be 

tested independently, as described previously (see The testing section). Provided examples (case 5.58–

5.61) were transliterated correctly. 

On case 58 and 59, word “Pak Raman” (Mr. Raman) and “Pakraman” (Membership) can be 

transliterated the same or differently. If they were transliterated differently, syllable “ra” of word “Pak 

Raman” was transliterated by using basic syllable “ra” and preceded by sound killer (pangangge 

tengenan) adeg-adeg to form consonant “k” of word “Pakraman” (see the next section 4.7), while syllable 

“ra” of word “Pakraman” was transliterated by using semi-vowel cakra. On LBtrans-Bot transliterator, 

both of those words were transliterated the same by using mechanism on word “Pakraman”. On case 5.62, 

word “Briag” should be transliterated by stacking together cakra and nania which was done by the 

algorithm with limitation because of flaw on Noto Sans Balinese font due to Balinese script complexity 

[12]. Actually word “Briag” (laughter) and its variation (i.e. “Bryag”) refer to one meaning and should 

have same transliteration. They represent another kind of special word (see the 6th kind of special word 

at The seventeen kinds of special word section) that there is still no research to know the precise list of 

them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind of special word, basically by the same mechanism as 

described at the previous section 4.1. 

 

4.6. The 6th testing case (akśara swalalita) 

Nine akśara şwalalita, in addition to the eighteen basic syllables (see the previous section 4.1), 

are used for writing Kawi (Old Javanese) word. These akśara and provided examples (case 5.62–5.77) 

were transliterated correctly. Their appended form of these syllables cannot be tested independently, as 

described previously (see The testing section). Words using akśara şwalalita (“ṇa”, “dha”, “tha”, “ţa”, 

“şa”, “śa”, “gha”, “bha”, or “pha”) refer to one meaning and should be transliterated the same. For an 

example on case 5.76, word “Bhiśama” (decree) and its variation (i.e. “Bhisama”). They represent another 

kind of special word (see the 7th kind of special word at The seventeen kinds of special word section) 

that there is still no research to know the precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this 

kind of special word, basically by the same mechanism as described at the previous section 4.1. 

 

4.7. The 7th testing case (sound killers) 

Four sound killers (pangangge tengenan), i.e. cecek, surang, bisah, and adeg-adeg, are used to 

end the sound of a syllable and represent consonant “ng”, “r”, “h”, and others, respectively. Adeg-adeg is 

the default sound killer that appears after a syllable (other than “nga”, “ra”, and “ha”). Their appended 
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form of these syllables cannot be tested independently, as described previously (see The testing section). 

Provided examples (case 5.79–5.83) were transliterated correctly. An important note on word “Angklung” 

(musical instrument) at case 5.31 (see the previous point 4.2) is that it is the exception from the rule said 

that pangangge tengenan cecek only appears at the end of a word unless it has the same syllables, e.g. 

word “Cengceng” (musical instrument) at case 5.79.  On word “Angklung”, cecek was used for both “ng” 

in the middle and the end of word. The word “Angklung” represents another kind of special words (see 

the 15th kind of special word at Seventeen kinds of special words section) that there is still no 

research to know the precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind of special word, 

basically by the same mechanism as described at the previous section 4.1. 

 

4.8. The 8th testing case (miscellaneous signs) 

Two miscellaneous signs (part of akśara modre), i.e. ulu candra and ulu ricem, are kind of 

sound killers (see the previous section 4.7) that are used to write Sanskrit words, usually part of prayers. 

They are used to end the sound of a syllable and represent consonant “ng” and “m”, respectively (at the 

previous section 4.7, their counterpart sound killer of “ng” and “m” is cecek and adeg-adeg, respectively). 

Their appended form of these syllables cannot be tested independently, as described previously (see The 

testing section). All of provided examples (case 5.84–5.85) were transliterated correctly. On case 5.84, 

word “Mang” (a holly letter) represent another kind of special word (see the 8th kind of special word at 

The seventeen kinds of special word section) that there is still no research to know the precise list of 

them. On case 5.85, word Siddham (perfect) represent same kind of special word like word Mang that 

there is still no research to know the precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind 

of special word, basically by the same mechanism as described at the previous section 4.1. 

 

4.9. The 9th testing case (holy symbol) 

When independent vowel au kara (see the previous section 4.3) meets sound killer ulu candra 

(see the previous section 4.8), the Romanization is not “Aung”, but “Om”. “Om” has a special name, i.e. 

Ongkara, as a holy symbol (akśara modre). This word is used almost everywhere in the text, as it is the 

symbol of God Himself. The most notable sentences using “Om” are the greetings. All of provided 

examples (case 5.86–5.87) were transliterated correctly, i.e. phrase “Om Swastiastu” (May God blesses 

you) and “Om Şanti, Şanti, Şanti, Om” (May peace be everywhere), respectively.  

On case 5.86, word “Om” represent same kind of special word (see the 8th kind of special 

word at The seventeen kinds of special word section) like word “Mang” (see the previous section 4.8). 

Word “Swastiastu” was transliterated by stacking together cakra and nania (see the previous section 4.5). 

Actually, word “Swastiastu” and its variation (i.e. “Swastyastu”) refer to one meaning and should have 

same transliteration. They represent same kind of special word (see the 6th kind of special word at The 

seventeen kinds of special word section) like word “Briag” (laughter) at case 5.62 (see the previous 

section 4.5). On case 5.87, actually, word “Şanti” and its variation (i.e. “Santi”) refer to one meaning and 

should have same transliteration. They represent same kind of special word (see the 7th kind of special 

word at The seventeen kinds of special word section) like word “Şiwa” (God’s name) at case 5.77 (see 

the previous section 4.6). 

 

4.10. The 10th testing case (miscellaneous syllables) 

The existence of two miscellaneous syllables (that 

apparently borrowed from Javanese) in Balinese script is very rare 

(case 5.88–5.89). They were transliterated correctly. Their appended 

form of these syllables cannot be tested independently, as described 

previously (see The testing section). On case 5.88, the syllable “cha” 

has no regular form. It is always paired with the normal form of “ca”. 

Figure 9 shows an example using this syllable. Actually word 

“Chelagi” (Tamarind fruit) and its variation (i.e. “Celagi”) represent 

another kind of special word (see the 9th kind of special word at 

The seventeen kinds of special word section) that there is still no 

research to know the precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator 

can handle this kind of special word, basically by the same 

mechanism as described at the previous section 4.1. 

 

Figure 9. Ca Laca Transliteration. 
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4.11. The 11th testing case (digits) 

All of the digits (0–9) were transliterated correctly (case 5.90–5.99). 

 

4.12. The 12th testing case (punctuations) 

All of independently written punctuations (case 5.100–5.107) were transliterated correctly. 

Comma (,), period (.), less-than (<), period-0-period (.0.), greater-than (>), double greater-than (>>), and 

colon (;) sign was transliterated correctly become carik (case 5.100), carik pareren (case 5.101), panten 

(case 5.102), pasalinan (case 5.103), pamada (case 5.104), carik agung (case 6105), and carik 

pamungkah (case 5.106) sign, respectively. Double quotes (case 5.107) has the same sign (“). Panten is 

used at the beginning of a letter, a story, or a verse, while pasalinan is at the end of it. Pamada is used at 

the beginning of a religious text, while carik agung is at the end of it. 

 

4.13. The 13th testing case (some variation of usages) 

Some variation of usages includes: 1) incorrect combination of independence vowel a kara (see 

the previous section 4.3) and vowel signs (see the previous section 4.2); 2) special use of syllable pa 

kapal (see the previous section 4.6) that is never attached to suku or suku ilut (see the previous section 

4.2); 3) romanization of the inherent sound; and 4) the use of pangangge akśara (see the previous section 

4.1).  

On the first variation of usages, for any vowel sounds, there are independent vowel glyphs that 

are ready to be used. On case 5.108–5.111, incorrect combination of independence vowel a kara and 

vowel sign were shown by using a kara combined with ulu, suku, taling, and taling-tedung at case 5.108, 

5.109, 5.110, and 5.111, respectively. None of those incorrect combination came up on LBtrans-Bot 

transliterator. On case 5.112–5.113, vowel sound “ě” and “ö” that don’t have independent vowel form, 

should be written by using syllable “ha” combined with pepet and pepet-tedung at case 5.112 and 5.113, 

respectively. Vowel sound “ě” and “ö” were transliterated correctly.  

On the second variation of usages, pa kapal can be paired with any vowel signs but its shape is 

not the same as other syllables since its final stroke is not going down. Hence suku and suku ilut cannot be 

attached to pa kapal but they are can positioned below it. On case 5.114–5.115, where each of syllable 

“pa” and pa kapal was paired with suku, both of them were transliterated correctly by hAksara.  

On the third variation of usages, a stand-alone syllable has inherent sound that is always 

Romanized as “a” and it is common to a Balinese people to pronounced an “a” at the end of a word as 

“ě”. On case 5.116, word “Sekala” and “sekalě” was transliterated correctly. For both of the words, vowel 

“e” at reference word “sekala” should be written using vowel “ě” (become “sěkala”) since vowel sign 

pepet was used at reference transliteration result, like vowel “ě” of word “Jěro” at case 27 (see the 

previous section 4.2). Actually, word “Sekala” (real) and its variations (i.e. “Sekalě”, “Sěkala”, and 

“Sěkalě”) refer to one meaning and should have same transliteration. They represent another kind of 

special word (see the 10th kind of special word at The seventeen kinds of special word section) that 

there is still no research to know the precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind 

of special word, basically by the same mechanism as described at the previous section 4.1.  

On the fourth variation of usages, all provided examples (case 5.117–5.124) were transliterated 

correctly. Several notes on word “Sukśma” (thank you), “Kśatria” (warrior), “Strī” (wife), “Smerti” 

(books of Veda), “Utama” (primary), and “Dharma” (religion). First four examples are form 

of gantungan/gempelan happens very rarely, when a non-semi-vowel acts like a semi vowel (see the 

previous section 4.5). The term for this in Balinese is pluta. Last two examples have double consonant 

syllable, but actually a single sound. This occurrence is called dwita. On case 5.117, consonant “m” of 

word “Samping” (side) was transliterated correctly without using pangangge tengenan adeg-adeg in the 

middle of the word. Even though using adeg-adeg in the middle of the word is also correct, the preferred 

form is the one without adeg-adeg for the sake of aesthetic aspect. On case 5.118, consonant “k” of word 

“Sukśma” was transliterated correctly without using adeg-adeg in the middle of the word. On case 5.119, 

word “Kśatria” was transliterated correctly. This is the case where vowel cluster “ia” was not 

transliterated by using vowel sign (see the previous section 4.2) or by changing it first become “ya” (see 

the next section 4.5). Actually, word “Kśatria” and its variations (i.e. “Ksatria”, “Kśatriya”, and 

“Ksatriya”) refer to one meaning and should have same transliteration. They represent another kind of 

special word (see the 11th kind of special word at The seventeen kinds of special word section) that 

there is still no research to know the precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind 

of special word, basically by the same mechanism as described at the previous section 4.1. On case 5.121, 

vowel “e” at reference word “Smerti” should be written by using vowel “ě” (become “Směrti”) since 

gantungan “mě” was used at reference transliteration result. This gantungan “mě” of word “Směrti” was 
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transliterated correctly. Actually word “Smerti” and its variation (i.e. “Smrti”) refer to one meaning and 

should have same transliteration. They represent another kind of special words (see the 16th kind of 

special word at Seventeen kinds of specials words section) that there is still no research to know the 

precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind of special word, basically by the same 

mechanism as described on the special word at the previous section 4.1. On case 5.122, actually word 

“Utama” and its variation (i.e. “Utthama”) refer to one meaning and should have same transliteration. 

They represent another kind of special word (see the 12th kind of special word at The seventeen kinds 

of special word section) that there is still no research to know the precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot 

transliterator can handle this kind of special word, basically by the same mechanism as described at the 

previous section 4.1. On case 5.123, actually word “Dharma” and its variation (i.e. “Dharmma”) refer to 

one meaning and should have same transliteration. They represent same kind of special word like word 

“Utama” that there is still no research to know the precise list of them. 

 

4.14. The 14th testing case (ligatures) 

The ligature as one pen strokes of two glyphs is desirable but not mandatory form. Tedung forms 

ligature with the certain syllable. Suku and suku ilut form ligature with the certain gantungan or 

gempelan (see the previous section 4.1). On the case 5.125–5.146, tedung ligatures were not rendered by 

LBtrans-Bot transliterator, instead tedung was rendered separately from preceding syllable, which is also 

correct. Ligature with gempelan “pa”, "sa”, “ya”, sa sapa, suku, or suku ilut cannot be tested 

independently, as described previously (see The testing section). 

 

4.15. The 15th testing case (abbreviations) 

Three different scheme for abbreviations can be used in Balinese, i.e.: 1) The one endorsed by 

the government to abbreviate government institutions. The scheme is to follow the way the abbreviation 

pronounced in Indonesian language; 2) The one used by I Wayan Simpen A.B. in his schoolbook [20]. 

The scheme is to use the first syllable with all the vowel signs attached to it; or if it is an independent 

vowel, then the independent vowel itself is used; and 3) The one less commonly used, but somehow the 

shortest one. The scheme is to use only syllable or independent vowel. 

Case 5.147–5.150 consists of phrase “Bank Pembangunan Daerah Bali” (Development Bank of 

Bali Province) and all of its three abbreviation schemes. Latin abbreviation of that phrase is “BPD Bali” 

and its three abbreviation schemes, i.e. “Be Pe De Bali”, “Ba Pe Da Bali”, and “Ba Pa Da Bali” at case 

5.148, 5.149, and 5.150, respectively. On all of abbreviations schema there are cariks (see the previous 

section 4.12) between syllable and/or word that still cannot be accommodated by LBtrans-Bot 

transliterator (neither do other algorithms) since there is no smart way to differentiate between this 

abbreviation phrase with non-abbreviation phrase, except all of these abbreviation phrases were manually 

put into the database (see Figure 2), which are huge in number.  

On case 5.147, phrase “Bank Pembangunan Daerah Bali” was transliterated correctly. Actually, 

word “Bank” represents another kind of special word (see the 13th kind of special word at The 

seventeen kinds of special word section) that there is still no research to know the precise list of them. 

LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind of special word, basically by the same mechanism as 

described at the previous section 4.1. Related to these special words, LBtrans-Bot transliterator has also 

provided algorithm (see the 5th step of psedocode at The algorithm section) to handle foreign sound 

transliteration, as shown by Figure 10a [30]. Figure 10b  shows foreign words transliteration result.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Transliteration result of foreign words: a) the reference; b) the result. 
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Still on case 5.147, word “Pembangunan” and “Daerah” is Indonesian words and since no 

different in writing vowel “e” for different pronunciation “ě” (belong to “e” at “Pembangunan”) and “e” 

(belong to “e” at “Daerah”), it is become difficult on transliteration. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle 

this by relating them to the previous special word like word “Jěro” (house) at case 5.27 of the previous 

section 4.2 (see the 3rd kind of special word at The seventeen kinds of special word section). Case 

5.149 is the same as case 5.147 where vowel “e” at phrase “Ba Pe Da Bali” is pronounced as “ě”. 

 

4.16. The 16th testing case (word boundaries and line break rules) 

There are no spaces to separate words in Balinese script. In the old time of writing on dried palm 

leaves (it was called lontar), spaces were scarce and the “page setup” for lontar was always a thin 

landscape. The number of lines is small, with every space must be filled for optimal use. There was 

common practice to break the sentence at any places. For modern writing, the following rules of thumb 

should apply, i.e.: 1) No line breaks allowed between syllable and any of its signs; and 2) No line breaks 

allowed just before a colon, comma, or full stop. On case 5.151, sentence was transliterated correctly. 

Several notes on several words in the sentence, i.e. “Akeh” (Many), “akśarane” (those alphabets), “luir” 

(i.e.), “ipun” (a pronoun to previous word akśarane), “suara” (vowel), “wianjana” (consonant), 

“madrěwe” (have), “kawāśţanin” (being named), “hrěswa” (short vowel), and “dīrgha” (long vowel).  

On word “Akeh”, vowel “A” was transliterated correctly without using independent vowel (see 

the previous section 4.1). On word “akśarane”, LBtrans-Bot transliterator basically can handle that word 

(see the 4th step of psedocode at The algorithm section) which is basically constructed by basic word 

“akśara” (see the previous section 4.3) and suffix “ne”. On word “luir”, semi vowel “ua” (that construct 

“ui” by using vowel sign ulu) was transliterated correctly (see the previous section 4.5). Actually, word 

“luir” and its variation (i.e. “lwir”) refer to one meaning and should have same transliteration. They 

represent same kind of the special word like word “Briag” (laughter) at case 5.62 (see the previous 

section 4.5). On word “ipun”, vowel “i” was transliterated correctly without using independent vowel (see 

the previous section 4.1). On word “suara”, semi vowel “ua” was transliterated correctly (see the previous 

section 4.5). Actually, word “suara” and its variation (i.e. “swara”) refer to one meaning and should have 

same transliteration. They represent same kind of special word like word “Briag” (intense) at case 5.62 

(see the previous section 4.5). On word “wianjana”, semi vowel “ia” was transliterated correctly (see the 

previous section 4.5). At another aspect, cluster “nj” was transliterated correctly using gantungan “ja” on 

syllable “nya”, instead on syllable “na”. This is because there is assimilation combination on syllable “na” 

into syllable “nya” [31]. Actually, word “wianjana” and its variations (i.e. “wyanjana”) refer to one 

meaning and should have same transliteration. They represent another kind of special word (see the 14th 

kind of special word at The seventeen kinds of special word section) that there is still no research to 

know the precise list of them. LBtrans-Bot transliterator can handle this kind of special word, basically by 

the same mechanism as described at the previous section 4.1. On word “madrěwe”, vowel “ě” was 

transliterated correctly. Actually word “madrěwe” and its variation (i.e. “madrewe”) refer to one meaning 

and should have same transliteration. They represent same kind of special word like previous word Kāděp 

(sold) at case 5.26 (see the previous section 4.2). On word “kawāśţanin”, LBtrans-Bot transliterator 

basically can handle that word (see the 4th step of psedocode at the algorithm section) which is 

basically constructed by basic word “wāśţa” (see the previous section 4.6), preffix “ka”, and suffix “nin”. 

Actually, word “kawāśţanin” and its variation (i.e. “kawastanin”) refer to one meaning and should have 

same transliteration. They represent same kind of special word like word “Jaţayu” (a bird) at case 5.75 

(see the previous section 4.6). On word “hrěswa”, vowel “ě” was transliterated correctly. Actually word 

“hrěswa” and its variation (i.e. “hreswa”) refer to one meaning and should have same transliteration. They 

represent same kind of special word like the previous word Kāděp (sold) at case 5.26 (see the previous 

section 4.2). On word “dīrgha”, vowel “ī” and “gha” (related to vowel sign ulu sari and syllable ga gora, 

see the next section 4.2 and 4.6, respectively) was transliterated correctly. Actually, word “dīrgha” and its 

variation (i.e. “dirgha”) refer to one meaning and should have same transliteration. They represent same 

kind of special word like word “Laghu” (song) at case 5.78 (see the previous section 4.6).  

On another case, period sign (.) should be written at the end of this sentence since punctuation 

carik pareren was used at the reference transliteration result (see the previous section 4.12). 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

A Latin-to-Balinese script transliteration robotic system based on Noto Sans Balinese font [7], 

LBtrans-Bot, has been developed and has been able to write the 34-pixel font size of the Noto Sans 

Balinese font from HTML 5 canvas that has been setup with additional 10-pixel length of the width and 
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the height of the Balinese script writing area. Through the comprehensive accuracy analysis, its 

transliterator web application gave the accuracy result up to 91% (138 of 151) cases of The Balinese 

Alphabet writing rules and examples document by Sudewa [23], as a project script committee related to 

the proposal by Eversen and Suatjana [1] for encoding the Balinese script in ISO [24]. This transliterator 

result outperformed the best result of the known existing transliterator based on Bali Simbar font 

[11][12], i.e. Transliterasi Aksara Bali [15], that only has accuracy up to 68% (103 of 151) cases of the 

same testing document [9]. 

In the future work, LBtrans-Bot could be improved by: 1) Accommodating more complex 

Balinese script with trade off to the limited writing area of robotic system; 2) Enhancing its transliterator 

to accommodating the rules and/or examples from the testing document that recently cannot be handled or 

gave incorrect transliteration result (like the 3rd testing case of independent vowels where at this time, for 

the sake of algoritma integrity, the transliterator prefered to translate independently written vowels by 

using Unicode of Consonants and Dependent vowel signs, as shown by Table 6b); Enriching the database 

(Figure 2) consists of words belong to the seventeen kinds of special word by using identified those words 

from the existing Balinese script dictionary from Bali Province government [32]; and Implementing 

semantic relation transliteration, for an example word “Om” (see the 8th kind of special word at The 

seventeen kinds of special word section) beside means as symbol of God, also means as uncle. It 

depends on the semantic context. 
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